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Joyce Rupp's story of her pilgrimage along the Camino de Santiago is full of adventure, humor,

heartbreak, and insight.
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spring up where your feet touch the earth.May the feet that walked before you bless your every
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pilgrims.May your heart find meaning in unexpected events.May friends who are praying for

you carry you along the way.May friends who are praying for you be carried in your heart.May
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WiederkehrWe arrived in Madrid on September 4th and went on to Roncesvalles where we

stayed overnight at a youth hostel that evening. We began walking the next day. During the

ensuing weeks we found housing in one of the following cities, towns, or villages. Day 2 was

our first full day of walking. After we arrived in Santiago we went on to Finisterre by the sea for

five days of rest. We returned again to Santiago on the 18th and flew from Madrid to Iowa on

October 20th.Day 1RoncesvallesDay 2ZubiriDay 3Trinidad de ArreDay 4Cizur MenorDay

5Puente la ReinaDay 6EstellaDay 7Villamayor de MonjardínDay 8LogroñoDay 9VentosaDay

10AzofraDay 11GrañónDay 12TosantosDay 13AtapuercaDay 14BurgosDay 15BurgosDay

16HontanasDay 17Boadilla del CaminoDay 18Villalcázar de SirgaDay 19LedigosDay

20SahagúnDay 21El Burgo RaneroDay 22LeónDay 23AstorgaDay 24Rabanal del CaminoDay

25El AceboDay 26PonferradaDay 27Villafranca del BierzoDay 28RuitelánDay 29O

CebreiroDay 30TriacastelaDay 31SarriaDay 32PortomarínDay 33EirexeDay 34CotoDay

35ArzúaDay 36ArcaDay 37SantiagoTHE PILGRIM PRAYERGuardian of my soul,guide me on

my way this day.Keep me safe from harm.Deepen my relationship with you,your Earth, and all

your family.Strengthen your love within methat I may be a presence of your peacein our

world.AMEN.—Tom Pfeffer & Joyce RuppINTRODUCTIONSeeds of the future plant



themselves in our hearts every day. We are unaware of their presence until some significant life

experience awakens them and invites us to grow. Such is the case of my decision to walk the

Camino.1 I had never consciously considered walking almost 500 miles across northern Spain

until a year before it happened. The tiny seed urging me to walk the ancient path was secretly

sown many years earlier. This seed held my future journey on the Camino and quietly awaited

its germination time.I was giving a retreat in Canada when I met Austin Repath. He had

returned earlier that year from walking the Camino and told me about his pilgrimage to the

tomb of St. James the Apostle in Santiago de Compostela. I was curious, especially when he

said his experience was “life changing.” Still, it was not enough to convince me I ought to do

anything that challenging and lengthy. It seemed like a wonderful thing for someone else to do.

So the seed of that amazing pilgrimage went into an extended fallow time.Almost nine years

after that Canadian retreat the kernel of the Camino began to sprout. Even now I cannot say

exactly what it was that tickled the seed awake. It might have been when a friend discovered

Shirley MacLaine's The Camino. MacLaine's experience intrigued me but I wondered if I could

actually walk that long trek with its many insecurities and discomforts.The seed of the Camino

didn't really stir into life until my sixtieth birthday in the coming year loomed before me. I had

this strong sense that walking the Camino was probably the best thing I could do for my own

growth. I always said when I turned sixty I wanted to take a load of books and hide out for six

months at some oceanside getaway and bask in solitude and silence. Tucked in my memory,

however, was something C. G. Jung wrote, about adults in the second half of their life needing

to allow their undeveloped self room to emerge and grow.Six months of oceanside vegging out

would only deepen my preference for introversion and seclusion. What I really needed was to

“get out there in the world” and become immersed in something totally opposite, something

definitely stretching that demanded my full participation. With these thoughts surfacing, the

seed of the Camino stirred in its quiet home, sent out its first roots, and turned toward

growth.One day I mentioned the possibility of going on the Camino to my friend Tom Pfeffer.

For over a year we had walked two or three miles several times a week on a bike trail by the

Des Moines River. I asked Tom if he would like to join me on the pilgrimage. He was a dear

friend of twenty years, the semiretired pastor of my parish, and I needed someone I could trust

to be with me in what promised to be a giant undertaking. Tom was enthused at the prospect

and gave me an eager, positive response. I was elated. Suddenly the journey seemed more

doable.After a year of planning and preparation, and months of training, we flew overnight from

the United States to Madrid on September 3, 2003. From the airport we went by subway to the

bus station where we waited for several hours before we took the five-hour ride to Pamplona.

We then took a taxi, the only transportation at night available from Pamplona to the tiny village

of Roncesvalles. This quaint village nestles high in the Pyrenees mountains, five miles from the

French border. The next day, on the edge of that charming village enshrouded with morning

mist and light rain, we first put our feet on the historical pilgrim route that took us all the way

across Spain to where the cathedral of St. James is located in the western city of Santiago.

Thus began a great thirty-six-day walk that ended on October 10th and changed our inner lives

profoundly.Neither Tom nor I ever imagined we would learn so many spiritual lessons as we

walked those hundreds of miles through the beautiful, diverse landscape of northern Spain.

The journey became a transformative adventure, full of rich teachings. Each day we discovered

something that added to our growth. Some of our lessons were new. Others were ones we had

forgotten and needed to have restored to our consciousness.WHEN THE SEED OF WALKING

the Camino awakened in me, I hoped it would bear the fruit of spiritual growth. This definitely

happened but when I returned home I wanted to hug this wonderful harvest to myself and limit



my sharing of it. As a writer, I continually divulged my inner stirrings and insights. I thought,

“This time, this experience will be just for me. The pilgrimage is going to be mine.”This desire

was strong from the very beginning. I told few people about my preparations for the Camino. I

determined that only family, several of my religious community members, and some close

friends and colleagues were going to know. No shouting it “to the world.” I also decided to limit

emails from Spain to five or six people, to assure them from week to week that I was okay.I had

the whole thing planned for the fewest possible intrusions into my private life. Little did I know

that each email I sent to the leader of my religious community was forwarded to all the

members. When I learned this on returning, I did not change my plans for keeping the journey

to myself. If anything, I increased this resolve. Yet, almost everyone who knew about the

amazing journey asked me if I was going to write about it. Even though I kept a journal on the

Camino and wrote in it daily, I easily responded: “No, this one is just for me.”People continued

to raise the question. In my struggle over the issue, I spoke about it with Tom who seemed

much more open than I was. He took great delight in telling others about the journey. Upon

returning home, he responded enthusiastically to requests for conversations, even offering

presentations about the pilgrimage. Being an extrovert, Tom totally enjoyed these opportunities

to talk about his Camino experience with anyone who would listen. Not so for me. I kept trying

to hug the pilgrimage to myself but the hope for privacy continued to unravel.One day I met

with three other women in my community with whom I share kinship. I told them about the

struggle of not wanting to disclose my inner awakenings and life lessons of the Camino to the

larger world. They understood and assured me I had every right to keep them to myself. That

gathering ended at 1:00 p.m. At exactly 5:30 p.m. the same day I sat down to read an article by

Doris Lora.The opening paragraph referred to mythologist Joseph Campbell, whose teachings

I greatly admire. The author noted Campbell's description of the mythic hero as someone who

ends a journey with one of two kinds of heroic acts:A physical act in which the individual gives

his or her life in sacrifice for others, or a spiritual act, in which the hero returns to share an

extraordinary experience, and thus deeply benefits the community.Another seed suddenly

sprouted—the beginnings of this book. As soon as I read that statement of Campbell's, I closed

the magazine, jumped up and exclaimed to God: “Okay, okay! I get it! I get it!” There it was—

the answer to my indecision. Finding this article was just too synchronistic and close to my

struggle for me not to accept the call to leave my little niche of privacy. Finally I understood and

accepted that the Camino journey was not just for me. I was the one returning from “an

extraordinary experience” meant to be shared. My hope-filled intention would be to do so in

order “to deeply benefit the community.”2Since that graced moment, I have been energized in

my desire to present the life lessons of the Camino in a way that can invite you, the reader, into

my experience of growth. What I did not realize is that in gathering and writing about these

lessons, they have become even more real and alive for me. Gifts given away come back to

greet us with their goodness.Every significant journey changes us in some way. We are hardly

ever aware of this while we are in the midst of it. We may have hints of these changes but it is

only later, in looking back, that we gasp in amazement at what was being formed and shaped

in our lives. Only then do we recognize how a new attitude, a stronger dedication, and a fuller

passion stretched us into the fullness of life. Then we are able to identify the journey's ability to

propel us into unexpected growth.Unfortunately, our significant journeys can also alter us in

negative ways we do not want. Sometimes we end up with greater disillusionment, deeper

dissatisfaction, unending restlessness, frustrating confusion, or brittle patterns of disturbing

anger and hostility. So much of what we learn from our noteworthy journeys depends on what

we experience and how we go about responding.Walking so many miles across northern Spain



is a tough undertaking. Anyone who attempts this journey attests to its challenging and difficult

aspects. There were certainly days when I was grouchy and discontented and times I felt my

exhausted feet and aching back would fail me before I reached the day's destination. In

numerous situations I wished I was back home in my cushy little bed. It is easy to make the

difficulties and challenges the major focus of the Camino but the pilgrimage is about much

more than these hard things.There were scores of joyful times, kinship with others, daily

adventures, endless beauty, and periods of great peace and tranquility. Each dimension of the

Camino was a part of the growth process. Every step on the path opened insight and

awareness and helped me to view my life more clearly. As I walked the many miles of the

Camino, it led me to see how I get caught up in the cultural rush and hurry, the push and pull of

calendars and never-enough-time. The Camino helped me look at the pressure of expectations

and the strain of demands that I, and others, place upon myself I am still in awe of the lessons

the Camino provided.The journey across Spain affected me more deeply than I imagined or

hoped it would when I was walking it. Ironically, one day as Tom and I neared the end of our

pilgrimage to Santiago we mused about whether or not we had grown. We decided the Camino

had not changed us all that much, certainly not like others who described it as being “life

changing.” We agreed that probably some of our values and beliefs might have deepened a bit

but nothing seemed “life changing” for us. What we did not realize, of course, was that we were

still living the experience. We were too close for the lessons to be clear enough for us to

perceive and fully understand.I smile now as I recall that conversation. Little did I know that

with every step I took on my walk toward Santiago, a huge change was unfolding in how I “did

my life.” Tom and I both began to understand and appreciate the richness of our journey when

we were able to spend five days at the enchanted seaside village of Finisterre after we

completed our walk to Santiago. As we reflected and shared what the pilgrimage had offered

us for our inner growth, we started to glimpse the life lessons of the Camino.It was not until we

returned home that layer upon layer kept being peeled back. Underneath all the layers was one

major truth for me: I had to let go of trying to control and have everything go the way I wanted it

to go. I needed to look at how I did my life, not so much what I did with my life. The Camino

reminded me that life is always going to have both ups and downs. I need to accept this as a

natural process of growth and stop trying so hard to make it go my way.Most of all, walking the

Camino called me to allow daily life to be the pilgrimage and the adventure it truly is. As I

slowed my pace on the Camino, I realized I had to slow down inside, stop being so intense,

enjoy life more. I felt called to halt the constant push to be productive. The Camino showed me

how much more I have yet to perceive and absorb in this regard. I will have to walk many more

miles of life before this truth infiltrates and affects my life totally but the pilgrimage to Santiago

greatly heightened my awareness of this essential ingredient.I still do not fully recognize all of

the life lessons nor totally comprehend my responses while walking the Camino. However, I

trust that, just as with a night dream, if I am patient and spend reflective time with the pieces of

my journey, these sources of significant change will become clearer. I offer you now these

lessons that came from walking the ancient path of the Camino de Santiago de

Compostela.My desire in sharing these treasures with you is to have the teachings stir up fresh

enthusiasm and hope for your life as they have done for mine. You may never have the

opportunity to walk across the ancient path to Santiago but you will always have the

opportunity to stretch and grow spiritually on your own path of life. May these lessons of the

Camino that came to me one autumn in Spain plant a seed of growth in your own heart as you

walk your daily pilgrimage of life.1ALLOW THE HISTORICAL ROUTETO EMPOWER

YOUWalking, I am listening to a deeper way.Suddenly all my ancestors are behind me.Be still,



they say Watch and listen.—Linda HoganImagine walking on a path where millions of feet from

other lands and cultures have previously walked, feet that have trod hundreds of miles to reach

a sacred site. Think of what it would be like to have that same path and those same stones

beneath your feet as you, too, walk for many weeks to reach the same destination. This is what

it is like to be on the Camino de Santiago de Compostela.3 It is a journey filled with spiritual

connectedness and communal resonance.This particular Camino is a revered walk to the

cathedral of St. James in the city of Santiago in northern Spain where, according to legend, the

bones of St. James the apostle were brought to rest. This pilgrimage is ancient. Some sources

say it developed in the ninth century. Historical records definitely confirm the Camino as a

popular pilgrim route by the beginning of the tenth century. I was amazed to learn that up to a

million people walked the Camino during the Middle Ages. Currently, as many as 1,000 set out

each day during the busy summer months. When these pilgrims complete their walk to

Santiago they receive certificates at the pilgrim office near the cathedral of St. James. These

certificates are signed and serve to authenticate the pilgrimage.One aspect that attracted me

was the spiritual energy I thought the old route held because of the many people who walked it

before me. The endpoint of Santiago was not what primarily drew me to go on the Camino,

although the cathedral of St. James is one of the most visited sacred Christian sites of the

world. People of varied religions and no religion visit the cathedral in order to experience the

sense of something larger, fuller, and more profound than what is usually encountered in day to

day living.EACH SACRED SITE has spiritual energy for those who deliberately visit it. Not only

is the spirit of the one who is honored present at that site. The good intentions and prayers of

untold pilgrims add to the source of energy found there. What makes the Camino so special is

that this source of renewal is present, not just at the destination point of Santiago, but all along

the road one travels to reach the sacred site.The spirit that pilgrims of olden years have left on

the Camino is a spiritual vigor available for each pilgrim who walks it. The road to Santiago

holds many kinds of ancestral power, including that of adventure, generosity, faith, purpose,

companionship, trust, and courage. This energy can be missed, of course, if one is not open or

aware but I think it is difficult to miss. Even those who set out on the Camino without any

spiritual intention experience moments of awakening on this path. With each step toward

Santiago, the spirit of past pilgrims who walked, sang, and prayed their way to the tomb of St.

James fills the modern pilgrim with an unspoken grace, gifting each one with what he or she

most needs.As with numerous other pilgrims on the Camino, Tom and I experienced the

spiritual potency of the Camino in the walking of it, rather than in reaching its destination.

Initially, we thought getting to Santiago was the purpose of our walk. We soon discovered it

was in making our way to the cathedral that we were to receive spiritual empowerment and

renewed enthusiasm. Our life lessons unfolded among the numerous ups and downs the

Camino provides. In the movement of each day, on the very same roads, paths, and streets

other pilgrims had walked for centuries, we rediscovered a sense of the sacred. It was there we

deepened our knowledge of how to walk through life in a relaxed manner. It was there we

developed a pilgrim spirit.The Camino's energy also comes through historical architecture. One

is easily awed by the early Roman bridges that still span the rivers of towns and cities, the

original Roman roads taking one forward toward Santiago, and the towering cathedrals and

strongly built churches that continue to grace the Camino's path. It is over, through, within, and

beyond many such historical markers that every pilgrim passes. In doing so, each traveler

touches the vibrant energy of the journey knowing those who made the pilgrimage in times

past also experienced these same historical sights.I sensed the Camino's energy immediately.

With my initial steps, I felt an immense oneness with the countless number of pilgrims who



previously traveled it. A flood of gratitude and joy moved through me. I knew it was holy ground.

The spiritual ancestors of the way to Santiago had wanted to do this as much as I did. What

had they experienced? What had they felt and seen? I couldn't wait to find out for myself. I

wanted to walk the Camino with as much heart, as much grace, as much richness of spiritual

experience as others did before me. My heart was high with hope as I set out, ready to receive

the power each part of the path bestowed.I noted in my journal the first day when we paused in

a grassy area filled with tiny purple crocus-like flowers:We have stopped at Viscarret, a small

village, to rest. The walk here was very hilly and quite strenuous but also magnificent in views.

Wonderful wildflowers: rose, lavender, and many I do not know. Such a surprise to find these

blooming in September…We walked this first day from Roncesvalles into a magnificent forest

with fresh, fragrant pine. A grace-filled walk. Already I have felt the energy and power of all

those who have walked the Camino before me.Because of this keen awareness of the route's

energy, a few days after Tom and I began walking on the sacred way to Santiago, we added

two lines to a song by Jan Novotka that we sang daily. Every time we sang this song I was

drawn anew to the ancestry of the historical route, feeling a joyful union with all who had been

there before me:In the name of all that is we come together,In the name of the pilgrims on the

way,In the name of the people who have walked this path,In the name of all that is, we

come.4We came in the name of countless people who had started out as we did. They gave

vitality to the path by their presence. Each pilgrim today adds to that energy of pilgrimage. It

makes no difference where one starts. Some begin their walk from the revered centers of

Rome or Lourdes. Others originate from within their home countries, such as Italy, Belgium,

France, Germany, or Holland, but almost all eventually meet up somewhere on the well-worn

path that goes across northern Spain to the sacred site in Santiago. The most common starting

point on the Camino is either the tiny village of St. Jean-Pied-de-Port on the French side of the

Pyrenees or Roncesvalles on the Spanish side of the Pyrenees.When Tom and I began

walking the Camino at Roncesvalles, we followed the traditional pilgrim custom of wearing a

scallop shell, another sign of union with the ancient pilgrim energy. The shell tells everyone that

the traveler wearing it is on pilgrimage. There are numerous explanations offered for wearing

the shell. One popular legend has it that when St. James's followers carried his coffin to land

from the boat they were traveling in, they interrupted and surprised a wedding party on the

shore. A horse spooked and bolted into the sea. Both the groom and the horse he was riding

were presumed to have drowned. A miracle is attributed to St. James because the groom and

the horse both survived the consuming waters. They came up out of the sea and strode

triumphantly to the shore, with many scallop shells attached to the tangles of seaweed clinging

to horse and rider. Thus the shell became a key symbol for those who journey to the cathedral

of St. James.Other legends are also connected with this ancient pilgrimage. I was elated when

I learned this historical route is also called La Via Láctea (The Milky Way) because the

direction of the path moves under this galaxy. A similar name given to it is Compostela, from

two Latin words meaning “field of stars.” Legend describes a shepherd, or a hermit, hearing

some ethereal music and following the stars to a field where he discovered the remains of St.

James's body. (On the sixth day of our walk, I was startled when we met an older Japanese

pilgrim who told us his last name actually meant “field of stars.” This unusual name was what

drew him to walk the Camino.)The dynamism of the stars, as well as the energy of past

pilgrims, the historical sites, and the path itself, called to me as I walked on the Camino. I have

long loved a star-filled sky. Standing out under the stars has always been a time of feeling

connected to mystery and wonder. The prospect of walking for six weeks under this luminous

sky-path intrigued and fascinated me.However, I never saw the stars in the first weeks of the



Camino. Each night I fell into bed exhausted, falling asleep before it was dark enough to view

the stars clearly. It was not until we arose and walked in the predawn that I actually

experienced this La Via Láctea energy. During a week when the sun was scorching hot we

found that walking for a few hours in the cool shade of the night made it worth getting up before

dawn. We used our small flashlights to guide our footsteps so we would not step into holes or

trip on stones in the darkness.There were several mornings when the waning moon sent out

enough light to walk without using flashlights. Those were also the days when the road was

smooth and easy to walk. Then I was able to look up often to where the stars were gleaming as

far as the eye could see. They filled my heart with a reverent stillness. In those hushed

moments I never doubted the historical energy cradled on the Camino. It surged in my soul on

those mornings and sang melodies of pure delight.It was not only the stars that left their

energy in my soul. It was the land, the stones, the trees. Many places my feet touched gave me

a sense of connectedness with something old and deep. One rainy day in Galicia we passed

by two enormous oak trees. As I paused to appreciate their size and beauty, a mix of love and

joy stirred inside of me. I felt the greatest peace. That night I happened to mention those trees

to a pilgrim from Holland. The local people had told her the two oaks were over a thousand

years old.The next morning as Tom and I were leaving Triacastela, a hosteler asked us if we

knew about an old oak tree on the edge of town. He said it was right on our way and

encouraged us to stop to visit the tree because it, too, was over a thousand years old. We went

and found the ancient oak. It had a huge, hollow space near the bottom of the trunk large

enough for me to fit inside. So I went and sat “inside” the old tree. It was very powerful to be

within the body of that ancient oak. I tried to open my heart as fully as I could to receive the

arboreal energy the tree held for all those years, a gift readily present for anyone who passed

by on the pilgrim route.THROUGHOUT MY TIME of walking the Camino, the ancestral vigor of

the path never left me. It culminated thirty-seven days later when I stood in the entry of St.

James Cathedral. Before me was a tall marble pillar filled with carvings depicting the Tree of

Jesse, that symbolic scriptural history of the Jewish and Christian lineage of Jesus. It is a

strong symbol of faith passed down through the years.I stood in line with tourists and other

pilgrims completing their journey. As I came forward to place my hand in the handprint near the

bottom of the pillar, a ripple of strong emotion caught me. I was astonished at what I saw: the

indentations in the marbled handprint were worn deep from the millions of pilgrims whose

hands were placed there before mine.That moment at the Camino's end verified the powerful

energy of the holy route. As my hand rested in the handprint on the pillar, I knew I was forever

united with the presence of every pilgrim along the ancient path I traveled. As I walked the

Camino, the faith-filled energy of the ancestors’ courageous endeavors was imprinted on my

heart. This surge of love and faith had carried and empowered me with every footstep along

the way.EACH OF US HAS a camino, a road of life. This road allows us access to the spiritual

richness of those who traveled before us and those who travel with us now. All loving persons

we encounter leave a touch of their positive, growth-filled goodness. We can slip into this

energy as easily as my hand slipped into the deeply indented print in the marble pillar of St.

James Cathedral.Whether our sources of spiritual energy traveled life's path long ago or are

still on it today, these people of faith are our teachers and catalysts of inspiration. Like pilgrims

on the road to Santiago, their goodness empowers us as we set out each day to face the

unknown, the beautiful, the challenging, and the rewarding facets of our historical journey This

potent energy stirs in our dreams, permeates our tough decisions with wisdom, and infuses

hope into every new beginning.2BECOME A PILGRIMAt its heart, the journey of each lifeis a

pilgrimage,through unforeseen sacred placesthat enlarge and enrich the soul.—John



O'DonohueIt sounds so romantic: become a pilgrim. Before I walked the Camino, I read

numerous stories about pilgrims of various religions who set out to walk toward a sacred

center. Each pilgrimage told of experiencing hardship and deprivation while also discovering

spiritual growth along the way. Every story sounded both exciting and rewarding. Once I began

my own pilgrimage, however, I quickly learned it's one thing to read about being a pilgrim and

quite another to actually become one.It didn't take long to discover what being a pilgrim is

really like. Our first night on the Camino revealed what the future days and weeks held. Tom

and I agreed we would begin our walk at the tiny village of Roncesvalles in Spain, rather than

at the usual St. Jean-Pied-de-Port at the foot of the Pyrenees in France, which involves a long,

strenuous, uphill trek of eighteen miles the first day. Even though we trained for walking long

distances, we thought this might weary us too much at the beginning of our pilgrimage. So we

chose the next place, Roncesvalles, which is at the top of the mountain, about five miles

beyond the French border.When we arrived at Roncesvalles, we needed to look for a

“refugio.”5 Refugios are located all along the route and provide pilgrims with simple housing for

a small monetary fee or donation. Our pilgrim guidebook assured us there were adequate

sleeping accommodations in Roncesvalles in a huge monastery able to house up to three

hundred pilgrims. What we did not know is that this refugio closed at the end of August. We

walked in September/October and soon learned that while this time of year allowed for fewer

crowds on the road it also meant some of the usual services for pilgrims were not

available.Because of our lengthy travel time from Madrid to Roncesvalles, we did not get to our

destination until 9:15 in the evening. We easily found the darkened monastery but could not

locate its entry. We tried one of the two local inns and were told the monastery was closed and

both of the inns were full. “Whoa!” I thought, “This is way too soon to become a pilgrim!” Tom

and I looked at each other and silently asked, “Where will we find shelter for the night?” Just

then, a kind woman who worked at the inn motioned us outside where she pointed to a youth

hostel nearby. She assured us we could find a place to sleep there.We walked the short

distance to this large building whose dark wood made it seem even more dense in the evening

shadows. Few lights were on in the village. We took a deep breath and walked into a scene

that would repeat itself for thirty-six nights. Inside we saw several long rows of bunk beds

where many pilgrims had already settled in for the night like children at a summer camp. At the

entrance of this enormous room with a high arched ceiling of wooden beams, someone

ushered us over to a small table where two women stood. We quickly learned they were Dutch

volunteers in charge of the hostel. Later we would often laugh and refer to them as “the Mother

Superiors” of our first refugio.The volunteers asked us for our passports. I was momentarily

confused. Why did we need our passports here? Neither Tom nor I seemed to understand. As

one of the women saw our confusion, she held up a small folder. We both laughed, realizing

they meant our pilgrim passports, also known in Spanish as credenciales. Our tiredness was

definitely showing because we eagerly awaited the time when we would hold these pilgrim

passports in our hands. They would be our identification as a pilgrim and would assure any

refugio director we were credible pilgrims allowed to stay in the refugios. Since this was our

starting point on the Camino, the two women then prepared our credenciales. When they

handed them to us, Tom and I enthusiastically accepted them with gratitude and joyWhat

happened next startled me. One of the Dutch women corrected us for laughing and talking out

loud. I thought, “Imagine me, the quiet, silence-loving one, being corrected for not being silent!”

I almost started laughing again. Next, we were told that silence was strictly kept in the refugio

and that the door closed at 10:00 p.m. No one would be allowed in after that. Another

awakening. We had not eaten since our lunch in Pamplona so we scurried to the only place



available for food. We went to La Posada Inn at the other end of the village to have the first of

many bocadillos—a dry baguette with a thin, and I mean thin, slice of ham, and a thin, and I

mean thin, slice of cheese, but it was food, and, anyhow, we didn't have time to eat more.I felt

exhausted as we hurried back to the refugio. We arrived just in time to have the lights turned

out as we began to unpack our backpacks. It was pitch black. With our tiny flashlights, we

unpacked our sleeping bags, toothbrushes, and the basic essentials. A lot of our things were

inside plastic bags to protect the contents from heavy rain. Consequently, I felt nervous as I

tried not to make rustling noise while I found what I needed for the night. I was sure every

pilgrim trying to sleep felt irritated with me. (I discovered on future nights and mornings of

packing and unpacking that many pilgrims made this noise with their own plastic bags.)When I

located what I needed, I carefully tip-toed with my tiny flashlight through the darkness to a

staircase where there was light below. As quietly as I could, I walked the unsteady stairs down

to a toilet and shower area. Only three women were there as all the rest were snug in their

bunk beds already. They each nodded to me in greeting but no one entered into conversation.

After my shower in the basement, I made my way carefully back upstairs. Some of the pilgrims

were already snoring. All I cared about was finding my bed without getting into trouble with the

Mother Superiors. I scrunched down by my bunk and unzipped my sleeping bag. Tom's bunk

was next to mine. As I put my weary body into my sleeping bag, I turned toward him and

whispered: “My God, why am I here?”The morning was a rude awakening. All the lights came

on at 5:45 a.m. Pilgrims arose instantly and long lines headed to the basement toilet area. In

spite of still being tired, I felt a great excitement. This was it! We were really going to start out

on the Camino! I was amazed I slept as well as I had with all those strangers. As I lay there for

quite a while trying to absorb the reality of my actually being where I was, I listened to the

shuffling back and forth of other pilgrims busy with preparations for the day. Finally I got up and

headed downstairs. Women crowded around the two sinks where they quickly washed their

faces and brushed their teeth. Others waited in line to use one of the two toilets. Already I

missed my comforts of home. Back upstairs, I longed for privacy as I dressed amid the other

pilgrims.While I got ready to leave the refugio, I realized how hungry I was. I started thinking

about having a delicious, fortifying breakfast before we began our first day of walking. With this

comforting thought, my attention turned to repacking the backpack. I soon found out this was

going to be a daily challenge. Because the sleeping bag went in the bottom of the pack to

balance the weight, I had to take everything out each night. It was like emptying out a chest of

drawers every evening before bedtime only to have to replace all the items the next morning, in

the exact same order. It took over an hour that first day to get everything back inside the pack

so it had the balance it needed to carry well. (It took me weeks before I could do this in half an

hour.)I still had a small pile of things to stow away when I heard a woman's voice loudly

announcing: “Everybody out! Doors close at 8:00!” It was 7:57 a.m. I looked at Tom and we

both raised our eyebrows—Mother Superior again. Sure enough, at 8:00 sharp the lights were

turned off. They escorted us out the door and locked it behind us. Another surprise awaited us:

it was raining. That meant trying to find some shelter by the front door as we dug into our

backpacks to get our raingear to put over our other clothes. We then found coffee at one of the

two inns. All they had for food were a few tiny packaged muffins. So much for a hearty meal to

begin our first long day of walking. That morning was the beginning of daily longing for the food

I knew back home.
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Margaret Zacharias, “Profound. This is a beautiful and painfully honest story about a

pilgrimage to Santiago, Spain undertaken by a Catholic Sister and her priest friend in the later

years of their lives. Their transparency, humor and fidelity as spiritual companions, along with

their openness to existential friendships with other pilgrims they met along the way, offer

inspiration and an archetypal template for anyone seeking to grow closer to God through a

religious pilgrimage.”

Layne T. Oliver, “Unique perspective about the Camino de Santiago. I liked the detailed

perspective the author wrote about during her pilgrimage on the Camino de Santiago which

would be most useful if one chooses to experience it first hand. I really enjoyed reading about

all the knowledge the author gained about her own biases, limitations and expectations. I can

see thru her words that there is lots of possibilities for personal growth when someone chooses

to walk this pilgrimage.”

Jillian D. Bain, “Outstanding reflection from a Camino pilgrim. I first learned of the Camino in

2015 when visiting Santiago de Compostela. Since then I've thought and prayed about making

the pilgrimage. Ms. Rupp's poignant, honest, beautifully written reflections have renewed my

interest and excitement. She's also given me much food for thought about advance

preparation and what to expect along the way. Her book is a must-read for anyone who

entertains the idea and plans to make the trek, no matter the reason for the journey. I am

grateful that she chose to listen to the still small voice, and the louder ones around her, that

encouraged her to share her pilgrimage.”

E. Lingle, “Been on the Camino and love this book. I am a Joyce Rupp fan. I'd always dreamt of

doing the Camino some day, and when I saw that Joyce had done it, and written a book about

it, I quickly bought it and read it.Her book gave me the courage to buy a plane ticket and go. I'm

a hiker and camper. I could tell from reading her book that some of the facets of the hike- some

of the albergues, some of the pilgrims, some of the food-- etc etc-- were perhaps harder for her



to accept than they would be for me. I thought she gave a really honest appraisal of how things

were for her, and was touched by how she eventually resolved some of those contretemps. I

recently was looking at reviews of the book and was surprised to see some of the negative

reviews. What I got from reading Joyce's book was an honest look at the Camino from the eyes

of a middle-aged woman used to her own personal space, solitude, food, level of cleanliness,

etc. One does necessarily give a lot of that up when on the Camino, if you stay in the

albergues! They are fabulous places for meeting people from all over the world- but they can

make you cringe if you are not used to hearing snoring at night. What I love about this book is

the life lessons, her thoughts on what she found there, and what she got out of it in spite of --

and maybe even because of her discomfort.I recommend this book for mature people thinking

of hiking the Camino. In 2011 I accompanied a women's group from my church from Samos to

Santiago, and I asked them all to read the book-- they liked it, too.”

Maggie N, “Putting one foot in front of the other. I actually bought this book as a gift for a friend

who is considering making this pilgrimage. I read it for the first time when it was first published,

just because Joyce Rupp is one of my favorite spiritual writers. She has a gift for delving into

the spiritual on many levels, from the perspective of a woman, a woman religious, one

acquainted with the life and love of God. She writes in an incredibly lucid manner and captures

the divine in the midst of life struggles, always prayerfully, with uncommon insight and

compassion. In this small and readable volume she tells it like it is.This book differs somewhat

from others I've read in that it is her own lived experience of making this journey across Spain.

It's illustrated with photos from that journey and populated and enriched with the varied

pilgrims she met along the way.I recommend it especial for anyone contemplating making this

amazing journey, but also for those of us who wish we could.”

Jacqui, “Enjoyed reading this book. Enjoyed reading this book. Although more introspective

than I expected, there are some pearls of wisdom - like how to avoid blisters while walking over

500 miles. Wonderful revisiting areas we rode through some years ago.”

B. Prentice, “It Relaxed Me. Conversationally written and not heavy on either spirituality or

religion - even though that would not have been a bad thing. I read it each day I walked the

Camino and Joyce Rupp described and expressed everything I felt and experienced. A

fabulous introduction to the Camino, its history, it's character and characters. An excellent read”

Josephine Devlin, “Worth a read. Loved this book. I felt I have walked the Cameno with her. A

beautiful book”

V. Hilsley, “giving a good and detailed account of the spiritual benefits to be .... Well written,

giving a good and detailed account of the spiritual benefits to be gained, but also the physical

hardships.  I certainly would not stay in the refugios!”

Catharine Browning, “Five Stars. A moving and memorable book. Worth re-reading more than

once.”

The book by Joyce Rupp has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 231 people have provided feedback.
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